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Candles  

 

Beginning with one 

we smash and twist wax through butter cream frosting, 

the first brushstroke on an otherwise blank canvas. 

Should we celebrate? 

Next year, two silver slivers contrast your father’s coarse goatee. 

Before long three skin layers fold shadows on your mother’s pale forehead. 

We don’t notice the five things that slipped through her skull today, 

But at twelve we do. 

At eighteen we strain our brains for the previous seventeen, 

longing for the bygone delight of five or six candles. 

Your 23rd birthday card quakes and quivers in the grasp of Grandma Rose. 

And Grandpa spins the volume dial to 29 so he can hear the Reds win once more. 

As if two damp fingertips had pinched the blazing match, the flame is smothered 

And smoke snakes through the air like a bumpy, winding road. 

 

 

 

 

 

My Own Sting  

 

As I slowly walk across this fallen tree bridge, I steady myself on the crooked  

knots of its rotting bark; swatting at the yellow and black blurs that seem to  

wallow in the aroma of Yesterday’s hairspray. 

  

My mind runs from the bark peeling off the wood like string cheese to the  

gentle drip of morning dew. And the slithering of crisp crinkling leaves  

reminds me of the way those grim words slunk from my tongue and  
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crowded the crevices of my conscience.   

  

The trunk quakes a little with every step, and I see only the blue  

embellishment of the jay to catch me if I fall.  A brave buzzing lands  

squarely on my nose and I feel the impulsive connection of my palm to my  

face, leaving behind its rosy remnants.  

  

At last I reach the bank and gaze at the decaying roots of my transportation.  

I step down and pluck the twigs from the creases of my sandals and soon  

feel a prick atop my shoulder. Jerking my body upright, I observe the fuzzy  

yellow creature swirling to the greenery below; I can relate to the serene  

being with no one to around to point a frail little wing at. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Noose of Suess  

 

We the People vote for  bags of bones 

 To take out loans 

  And plan their  tombstones. 

A world of White Houses and flaking guarantees 

 Splishing and splashing  like ocean and sea. 

I like the word bubble;   maybe I need air 

to watch the asses and tuskers light up Time Square. 

     Who is to say  what is okay, 

in the land of the free and the home of cliché? 

I’ll perspire and brood as I swig on champagne 

 while they look down on mud shacks 

 from the view 

  of 

   a 

    plane. 

A thick string pulls one arm, 

 a giant pulls the other. 

  Comparing  grey hairs and  grey suits 
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of each and every brother. 

They love the city that they never see, 

  Like a  dormant and  dying  lost killer bee. 

Grey votes; grey hosts – we ache for something new, 

all I see is a  dusty  grey  shoe. 

 Contain my babble and feed me more sweet 

  I’ll hop in the beast, and take a  

       backseat. 

  In an ocean of depth, I am  a    bobber 

   Coated in mucous of Rottweiler slobber. 

 

 

 

 

 

Photograph  

 

It’s a disappointment 

The unforced smiles 

And deliberate bliss divulging from my eyes 

And your arm with its comforting grip on my shoulder 

All twist and push the blade deeper in the hollow of my gut. 

I can almost hear the deep murmur of your voice like smoke coiling up to my ear; 

A language all our own. 

Its glossy surface is the uncanny barrier that prohibits revival 

And the one torn corner aches my chest for entirety. 

Nothing was ever crushed and loved so much from the depth of my purse. 

Those bright white teeth and your favorite faded t-shirt paralyzed in that 4 by 6 inch space 

Leaving me with not one word to mutter to you 

For the thousand that a picture is worth. 
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Rays of the Moon  

 

I open my eyes to bask in the darkness of night, 

hoping I don’t get burnt from the rays of the moon. 

His soft snore provide promise 

for a night free from imprisonment. 

A glimmer of sovereignty shimmers through the window pane 

like spotlights on the bars of my jail cell. 

Too close to the window to feel a breeze, 

yet near enough to hear 3 a.m.’s chorus of silence. 

I see the sweet stripper from down the street 

making her nightly broken-healed limp around the neighborhood, 

and I wish I had her morals, blatantly shining  

like the full satellite fluorescing from above. 

The promise of 5 a.m.’s melodious alarm tune is the Trojan horse  

driving me into slumber; 

and the white stained sheets provide no comfort, 

like icicles on bare skin. 

 

 

 

 

 

Skin  

 

Rather a nightmare than a dream 

 as their eyes throw darts ay my pastel pigmentation. 

I try to run through sedative syrup 

and swim through gooey gelatin, 

  but each warm breath still winds wickedly  into the nearest ear. 

   Scoffing at my pudgy sacks of corpulent caramel 

   chastising the sloppy mountains of mildew macaroni 

   while their cackles reverberate through the core of my cranium 

I squint for a pair of sympathetic eyes in the sea of disapprobation 

  only to find my pupils sauntering down to the unwelcome biscuits padding my 

hips. 

Too long I stand in the   blinding spotlight, 
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 with too few hands to maintain innocence 

  before lurching towards the armoire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two Words 

 

I wonder what it would take 

For you to put one reluctant foot in front of the other, 

Hear the dull clunk of your boots on my rotten creaking porch 

And administer a soft anticipated knock. 

 

Maybe you would stare at the muddy red brick of my house, 

Run your hand down its cracked exterior 

And ache for the comfort of the voices  

that once bled through the old, chipped mortar. 

 

Or you might glare out at the sun baked trampoline in the pasture 

Hear its rusty springs endlessly extended and retracted; 

Long to stare up at the stars that embellish the summer sky 

And reflect in the deep blue of my eyes. 

 

Oh how long it’s been since we wandered and skipped through firefly fog, 

Tripping over clumps of mud and elevated tree roots. 

We listened to the chirp of the crickets 

More closely than the call of our mothers 

And ignored the tall blades of grass slicing at our knobby knees. 

 

 

But what would it take 

For you to trudge through my familiar gravel driveway 

And mutter two utterly belated words? 

 


